IT’S THE WAY YOU BUILD.

THE AMERIMIX PROMISE
They say the job is what you put into it. And we agree.
That’s why we work with the craftsman to develop innovative products
with an unwavering focus on consistency and durability.
Our products are engineered to perform and are backed by results.
As we renew our brand, we renew our commitment to put the best
products in your hands. Our mission is to empower you to build better.

“

My company has been in business since 1923.
We have an excellent reputation to uphold and I only
use products that are going to help my team provide
the highest quality service to our customers. Whether we are working
on a cutting-edge building at a major university, or a neighborhood
supermarket, we want to be known for delivering on our promise.
Nick Sabia
Amerimix helps us do just that.
Owner
D.M Sabia & Co.

“

PREBLENDED PRODUCTS
The Choice is C L E A R

Consistency

Amerimix products are factory blended to exact specifications in a controlled
manufacturing environment, using high quality raw materials. This is done with every batch
to maximize the performance of every bag of Amerimix Stuccos, Mortars, and Grouts.

Labor Reduction

Jobs move faster and with less labor because Amerimix factory blended products eliminate
shoveling large amounts of sand into mixes.

Enhanced Productivity

Amerimix products are precision blended resulting in better performance with
fewer callbacks.

ASTM Rated

Amerimix products meet or exceed ASTM specifications. Because our products are factory
blended to exact requirements – you can be confident that the finished product will meet all
of your job needs.

Reduced Waste & Risk

Amerimix 80 lb factory blended bags and 3000 lb bulk bag & silo systems significantly
reduce storm water runoff f rom jobsite sand piles reducing the risks of costly penalties
associated with EPA storm water rules.

